HEARING OFFICER, CAREER SERVICE BOARD
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, COLORADO
Appeal No. 30-1 4

DECISION AFFIRMING 10-DAY SUSPENSION

IN THE MATTER O F THE APPEAL OF:
DARRELL JORDAN, Appellant,

vs.
DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY, DENVER SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
and the City a nd County of Denver, a municipal corporation. Agency.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Appellant, Darrell Jordan, appeals his 10-day suspension for alleged violations of
one specified Career Service Rule, and various Agency regulations. A hearing
concerning this appeal was conducted by Bruce A. Plotkin. Hearing Officer. on July 9.
2014. The Agency was represented by John-Paul C. Sauer. Assistant City Attorney, while
the Appellant was represented by Reid J. Elkus, Esq. of the firm Elkus, Sisson & Rosenstein,
PC. Agency exhibits 1-5, 1 and 11 were admitted. Appellant offered no additional
exhibits. The Agenc y c alled the following witnesses: Appellant; Deputy Manager of
Safety Jess Vigil; and Deputy Theresa Denbow. Appellant presented no additional
witnesses.2
II. ISSUES
The following issues were presented fo r appeal:
A. whether the Appellant violated Career Service Rule (CSR) 16-60-L;
B. if the Appellant violated CSR 16-60L.. whether the Agency's decision to suspend him
for 1O days conformed to the purposes of discipline under CSR 16-20.

' In Exhibit 3. only the top paragraph is admitted into ev'dence.
: Appellant ottered the testimony of two other Denver deputies. neither of whom was present during the incident. as experts in the
use of force. The Agency's objections to their testimony were sustained. Deputy Denbow was coled to testily as port o l the
Agency's c ose-in-chiel, but Appellant's c ross-exam was permilled. lor the sake of expedienc y. to expand into direct exam o f as
port of AppeUont's c ase-in-chief.
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Ill. FINDINGS

The Appellant, Dorrell Jordon, hos been a deputy sheriff for 17 years. His primary
duties are the care. custody and control of inmates. Inmates describe Jordan as strict
but fair and consistent.
On September 14, 2013, Jordon was on duty in an open-style housing unit of the
county jail. An inmate, Sayles, who had been in Jordan's housing unit for one month and
was familiar with Jordan's lunch rules, slept through all calls for lunch.3 He approached
Jordan to be served, well-after the last call. and was refused.
Sayles complained at length, but Jordan remained firm. Eventually, Jordan handed
Sayles a grievance form and sent Sayles away. When Sayles returned the grievance form
to Jordan. he began complaining again about not being served lunch. He left for a short
time, but returned to complain about lunch again. At that point, Jordan was concerned
that other inmates might be stirred up by the continuous complaining if he failed to
address it, so he determined to separate Sayles from the rest of the population, in
essence to give Sayles a time-out.
Jordan directed Sayles to go to the sally port, a secure room in the shape of a long
rectangle, next to the housing unit. Sayles complied. On the way into the sally port,
Jordan ordered Sayles to tuck in his shirt, as is required of all inmates, and Sayles
complied. They were alone in the sally port.
The middle of the sally port contains two benches facing each other across the
narrow portion of the room. Jordan ordered Sayles twice "take a seat on the bench."
Sayles told Jordan "I won't be doing that" and continued walking in front of Jordan
toward the far end of the room. [Jordan testimony; Exhibit 2-11; Exhibit 3-2 (video)].
When he neared the end of the bench on his immediate right, Sayles turned left and
started toward the opposite side of the room. Jordan reached across him and, with an
open left hand on Sayles's upper chest, pushed him back toward the bench he'd just
turned away from. The push, caused Sayles to lose his balance. As he fell backward, his
back hit the wall behind the bench. At that moment, Jordan stopped pushing. Sayles slid
down to a seated position on the bench.
While Jordan stood over him, Sayles started to rise twice. Both times, Jordan pushed
him in the chest back to his seated position with little force.
At some point during the sally port incident, Jordan called for backup. Deputy
Theresa Denbow came to assist. She entered the sally port when Jordan was standing
over the seated inmate, after all three pushes. Sayles posed no threat to Jordan during
the entire incident.

3 Deputies ore entilled to set rules for housing units where they ore assigned. Jordon consistenlly enforces his rule that
inmates who miss all ol his 4-5 calls for lunch will not be served ofter the lost coll. One inmate stoled he does not like ii when
Jordon is not on duly because Jordon is fair. but keeps the housing unit in order. (Exhibit 2- 10).
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Sayles filed a separate grievance for Jordan's handling of him in the sally port. The
Agency investigated the incident. then convened a pre-disciplinary meeting on April 1O.
2014. Jordan attended with legal counsel. Both Jordan and his attorney gave
statements. On April 29. 2014. the Agency delivered its notice of suspension. This appeal
followed timely.
IV. ANALYSIS
A. Jurisdiction and Review

Jurisdiction is proper under CSR § 19-1 O A. 1.b.. as the direct appeal of a suspension.
I am required to conduct a de novo review of the alleged rule violation. meaning to
consider all the evidence as though the Agency had taken no action. Turner v. Rossmiller.
532 P.2d 751 (Colo. App. 1975}.
8. Burden and Standard of Proof

The Agency retains the burden of persuasion. throughout the case. to prove Jordan
violated Career Service Rule 16-60 L. via one or more of the cited Agency rules. and to
prove its decision to issue a 10-day suspension complied with CSR 16-20. The Agency
must prove each violation by a preponderance of the evidence.
C. Career Service Rules. The Agency alleged Jordan violated only one Career Service
Rule. l 6-60 L.. which states:
Failure to observe written departmental or agency regulations, policies or
rules. When citing this subsection, a department or agency must cite the
specific regulation, policy or rule the employee has violated.

As required by CSR 16-60 L.. the Agency cited the Agency rules it believed Jordan
violated. which were as follow.
Department Rules and Regulations
RR 300.19.1 - Disobedience of Rule
Deputy Sheriffs and employees shall not violate any lawful Departmental rule
(including CSA rules), duty, procedure, policy, directive, instruction, order (including
Mayor's Executive Orders), or Operations Manual section.

This rule applies only the in absence of a more specific rule. Since other. more
specific. rules applied, this rule is surplus.
Departmental Order 5011. lJ - USE OF FORCE

This rule was at the heart of the Agency's case. The Agency believed Jordan's initial
shove of Sayles was excessive under the circumstances. Jordan argued a two-pronged
defense: Sayles acted threateningly and therefore force was justified to de-escalate the
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threat: alternatively, Jordan applied force within Agency training and rules as a
legitimate means of compelling Sayles' obedience to his orders.
In order to analyze the propriety of Jordan's actions under this complex rule it is
necessary to deconstruct the rule into the various components cited by the Agency and
evaluate Jordan's actions according to each sub-part. The first sentence provides that
force may be used only according to state low and Agency regulations in the
performance of a legitimate detention-related function. Since state standards and
Agency standards may or may not prescribe and proscribe the same degree of force, 4 51
begin with state standards. The first statute cited by the Agency was Colorado Revised
Statute (CRS) § 18-1-703. The Agency cited only the following subsections of that law.
CRS 18-1-703.
(1) The use of physical force upon another person which would otherwise
constitute an offense is justifiable and not criminal under any of the following
circumstances:

(b) A superintendent or other authorized official of a jail, prison, or correctional
Institution may, in order to maintain order and discipline, use reasonable and
appropriate physical force when and to the extent that he reasonably believes it
necessary to maintain order and discipline, but he may use deadly physical force
only when he reasonably believes It necessary to prevent death or serious bodily
injury.

This subsection consists of the following components, each of which I analyze in turn.
•

A superintendent or other authorized official of a jail. prison, or correctional
institution...

There was no dispute that Jordan was an authorized official of a jail as
contemplated by this subsection.
•

in order to maintain order and discipline ...

The Agency did not dispute that Jordan had a right to maintain order and discipline.
While there may hove been some question whether requiring Sayles to sit in the sally port
served any legitimate order or disciplinary function. particularly as Sayles was separated
from the unit at that point. the Agency did not appear to criticize Jordan's right to order
the inmate to sit, [see Vigil testimony], only the means by which he accomplished it. [Id].

•Indeed.ii is lhe Agency's posilion lhol Agency regulolions ore more reslriclive lhan slate slandards. (Vigil teslimonyl.
$ The parlies agreed Graham v. Conner. 490 U.S. 386 (U.S. 1989) defines lhe tesl for excessive force as odopled by Colorado • that
of on objeclively reasonable officer on scene under the circumslonces. I disagree lhol Graham represents the proper standard for
use of force agoinsl inmates. As lhe Court stated in_thot case. ils analysis applies in the conlext of "on orresl or investigatory stop of
o free cilizen who is protected by the Fourlh Amendment prohibition ogoinsl unreasonable seizure. (Graham, ol 394 (emphasis
added)). In contrast, lhe oppl'c alion of force against on ·nmote employs a differenl standard under the Eighlh Amendment whether the forc e appUed created "unnecessary and wanlon infliclion of po'n." Graham at 398. (emphasis added)
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•

May use reasonable and appropriate force ...

This subsection limits the use of force to that degree which the officer reasonably
believes is necessary to maintain order and discipline. The word "reasonably" imputes
an objective standard. Jordan argued it is entirely up to the officer to determine what
level of force is appropriate and, as a corollary, claimed command staff may not
question a deputy's determination what level of force is appropriate.
Q: ... [do you agree] use of force incidents are assessed based on the perception of
the officer... it is not the role of command staff to question the decisions of the officers [as
to the degree of force used]?
[Vigil cross-examination].
Jordan's view of the use of force under a subjective standard was affirmed by
Sheriff Wilson during Jordan's pre-disciplinary meeting. "Sheriff Wilson acknowledged that
use of force incidents are assessed based on the perception of the officer and that it is
not the role of the command staff to question the decisions of officers." [Exhibit 2-7].
The decision-maker for discipline in this case, Deputy Manager of Safety Jess Vigil.
rejected that view, (Vigil cross-exam] . Agency policy and rule support the objective
standard. [See, e.g. In re Lovingier, CSA 48-13, 7 (4/7 /14) ; D.O. 5011.1 J 6]; 6 Having
determined the correct standard of review for Jordan's conduct. we turn to the final
determination under this subsection.
•

when and to the extent that he reasonably believes it necessary to maintain
order and discipline.

As regards that final phrase, the following circumstances were significant.
The sally port location was highly significant because once there, any concern
Jordan harbored about restoring order to the housing unit and applying discipline was
already allayed. Sayles could no longer disrupt the unit, no longer had an audience, as
alleged by Jordan, and ordering Sayles to the sally port functioned as discipline.
Sayles refusal to sit could also reasonably be interpreted as a breach of order, but
the consequences of refusal were de minimus under the circumstances: Sayles complied
with Jordan's order to go to the sally port; and he complied with Jordan's order to tuck in
his shirt. Under those circumstances, guiding Sayles to sit would likely have accomplished
order and discipline.
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That the director of the Agency viewed the of use of force under o subjeclive standard. mokes it unsurprising thot Jordon may
hove harbored a mistaken view of the standard. See also note 8. Such a view of the use of force hos repeatedly supplied deputies
wilh the mistaken belief that they may lash out in anger. using any degree of force they deem appropriate. including in one
instance. deadly force. whenever someone began lo turn toward lhem or might turn toward them. E.g. In re Strauch. CSB 40-13A
(7 /17 / 14); In re Lovingier. CSA 48-13 (9/30/13); In re Carothers, CSB 13-1 1 (7 / 16/14); In re Webster. CSB 03-11 A (4/18/12); In~
Norman-Curry. CSB 28-07. 50·08 (9/3/09); In re Kemp. CSB 19- 13A (7/28/14].
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Jordan testified at length concerning the potential or actual threat Sayles posed in
the sally port when he turned after being told to sit. but even if that were true, evidence
concerning actual or potential threats addresses a different aspect of the use of force
rules - the response to an imminent threat of unlawful force. The narrow question to
decide under CRS 18-1-703 (b) is whether propelling Sayles into the wall was a
reasonable means to maintain order and discipline. Under the circumstances just
described, it was not, and therefore was in violation of CRS 18-1-703 (b). The next state
law cited by the Agency addresses Jordon's claim that he used reasonable force on
Sayles in response to Sayles threat of unlawful force.
CRS 18-1-704.
(1) Except as provided In subsections (2) and (3) of this section, a person is justified
In using physical force upon another person In order to defend himself or a third
person from what he reasonably believes to be the use or Imminent use of unlawful
physical force by that other person, and he may use a degree of force which he
reasonably believes to be necessary for that purpose.

Under this law, Jordan would be justified in using such force as was necessary to
defend himself against Sayles' imminent use of force against him. Thus, the first step is to
determine whether Sayles actions could reasonably be viewed as an imminent use of
unlawful physical force against Jordan.
The video evidence was devoid of any indication that Sayles was about to use
any force on Jordan: he had just complied with Jordon's order to go to the sally port; he
complied with Jordan's order to tuck in his shirt; he never turned toward Jordan; his gait
and other movements were slow; his arms were down; Jordan is much larger than Sayles
and easily threw him backward with one hand; and Sayles did not even defend himself
when Jordon propelled him into the wall.
In his pre-disciplinary meeting, Jordon responded to various allegations in the
Agency's letter in contemplation of discipline. [Exhibit 1]. Jordan read the following
allegation from that letter aloud. "At the time you made a decision to go hands on with
inmate Sayles, it does not appear that he was posing any threat." Jordan's response was
revealing. He said "I'm the one that was in the situation; I was the one dealing with his
attitude; I'm the one dealing with my history here in dealing with inmates. So in that
situation he did pose a threat to me."
Nothing in Jordan's response indicates he believed Sayles was about to use
unlawful force on him. Even after having time to reflect and prepare a more careful
response, Jordan's testimony at hearing on the subject continued to reveal more about
him than any threat posed by Sayles. Some examples:
In response to a question about Sayles' continuing to walk after being told to sit,
Jordan testified "Anyone who does something I didn't tell them to do, I perceive
it as a threat;"
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Jordan claimed Sayles "made a quick turn" after being told twice to sit. It is
obvious from the video evidence that Sayles made no sudden movement.
Following some discussion about the manner in which Sayles turned, Jordan
was asked "but he didn't make a turn toward you, is that right?" Jordan replied
"whether he made it all the way toward me or not, that wasn't gonna
happen." [Jordan testimony].
It is apparent, even through Jordan's words, that he used force on Sayles in
response to Sayles "attitude," for turning instead of sitting, and for disobeying him, rather
than as a legitimate response to an imminent threat of physical force. In the absence of
Sayles imminent use of physical force against him, Jordan was not justified in using
substantial force on Sayles under CRS 18-1-704 (1}.7 Next, the Agency referenced
subsection 12} under CRS 18-8-803.
CRS 18-8-803 (Use of excessive force)
(2) ... "excessive force" means physical force which exceeds the degree of
physical force permitted pursuant to section 18-1-707. The use of excessive
force shall be presumed when a peace officer continues to apply physical force
in excess of the force permitted by section 18-1-707 to a person who has been
rendered incapable of resisting arrest."

This subsection 12} is inapplicable to the current case. It defines excessive force as
that physical force which is used in excess of the force permitted by CRS 8-1-707. CSR 81-707 relates specifically to the permissible use of force to prevent an escape or to effect
an arrest, neither of which applies here. The remainder of the Agency's allegations under
its use of force rule #5011.1 J. refer to other Agency rules and standards, beginning with
this policy statement.
The community expects and the Denver Sheriff Deportment (DSD) requires
that peace officers use only the force necessary to perform their duties ...

This Agency policy sets a more restrictive standard for a deputy's use of force than
the use of force defined by state standards. It requires Agency employees authorized to
use force to exert the minimum force necessary to achieve legitimate objectives. (Vigil
testimonyJ.
Jordan also alleged that by forcing Sayles to sit he achieved abeyance to his order.
[Vigil cross-exam: Jordan testimony; Jordan cross-exam]. The Agency alleged less-violent
means were available and should have been employed.
2. Policy: It Is the policy of the Denver Sheriff Department (OSO) that officers use
physical force only as prescribed by the Colorado Revised Statues (CRS) and
Internal Departmental standards to perform any legitimate law enforcement or
detention related function. The amount of force used will be reasonable and

While not d elerminative to lhis case. it is notable lha t Depuly Theresa Denbow acknowledged ii is common for inmates lo refuse
orders. yet she hos never applied force to compel obedience. Instead. she uses reason or o lher means of encoumging compliance.
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appropriate In relation to the threat faced. In all cases, force will be de-escalated
once the legitimate function Is achieved or the resistance has ceased.

For reasons described above. Sayles presented no significant threat to Jordan or
anyone else. Consequently Jordan's use of significant force, shoving Sayles backward
into a cinderblock wall. was not reasonable or appropriate in relation to the threat
faced. Also under this Policy section, the Agency cited the following.
Physical Force will not be used as a punishment, under any circumstances.

Vigil determined Jordan shoved Sayles in retribution for Sayles's filing a grievance.
[Vigil testimony). Jordan denied such was the case.
I find the objective evidence is inconclusive. The video recording did not show
Jordan reacting aggressively to Sayles when he handed him the grievance form, nor
when Sayles returned with it. There was a significant gap between when Sayles's asked
for a grievance and Jordan's shove. diminishing the likelihood of a connection between
the two events. There is no indication Jordan abused Sayles on the way to or upon
arriving in the sally port. Jordan shoved Sayles only after Sayles refused his order to sit and
after Sayles turned in a new direction.
Based on the foregoing, it is equally plausible that Jordan shoved Sayles in order to
gain compliance to his order to sit, as it was punishment for Sayles's grievance, or as
punishment for his failure to sit. Consequently, the Agency failed to establish this violation
by a preponderance of the evidence.
Officers should rely on departmentally approved use of force techniques that are
taught In training.

The Agency alternated between alleging Jordan grabbed Sayles by the neck and
alleging he shoved Sayles in the chest. [Compare Exhibits 1-5, 2-11, 2-13; Agency
opening statement; Vigil testimony]. Jordan insisted he pushed on the upper chest and
demonstrated in hearing where he applied pressure, near the top of the sternum. He
testified he learned the technique during his academy training. [Exhibit 2-12: Jordan
testimony]. The Agency did not rebut his claim. and the video recording did not clarify
the dispute. The Agency failed to meet its burden to prove this claim.
Officers ore responsible for justifying their actions and must report use of force
Incidents in accordance with departmental rules and CRS 18-8-111 and CRS 18-8802 to command staff personnel or a supervisory officer as soon as the situation has
stabilized.

This rule criminalizes the knowing provision of false information by anyone making a
report to authorities. It was unclear if the Agency believed Jordan failed to provide a
report at all, provided a false report, failed to comply with the rule in some other way.
Jordan said he began to write a report, [Exhibit 2-12), but it is unknown if he completed
one or if the Agency required him to complete a written use of force report. Moreover,
CRS 18-8-111 does not apply, as it refers to the use of deadly force or use of force to
8

prevent escape, neither of which occurred here. CRS 18-8-802 is also inapplicable. It
requires an officer who observes the use of force to submit a report and penalizes any
material false statement in such report. In the absence of reasonably clear notice what
wrongdoing Jordan engaged in under this rule, the Agency foiled to establish a violation
of this rule.
13.

Provision statement:

A. 8 As officers commissioned with authority to use force to protect and serve the
public, we must reach decisions that will ensure that the lives and rights of citizens
are preserved when the use of force Is necessary.

The Agency did not identify what evidence violated this provision statement, and it
was not apparent from the evidence otherwise. No violation is found hereunder.
C. It Is imperative that officers have an understanding of exactly what authority
they do have regarding the use of force In situations where resistance,
interference, or threats to the physical well being of another or themselves
exists. Officers must also be cognizant of what the limitations are with respect to
their authority in use of force situations.

The Agency presented no evidence how it believed Jordon violated this rule.
Jordan testified he was trained annually in the use of force and understood its
provisions. That the Agency believed Jordan used excessive force does not establish
that he failed to understand his authority or limitations in the use of that authority. No
violation is found hereunder.
14. Accountability:
A. It will be the responslbillty of all employees, officers, and supervisors to be
familiar with and to comply with this order.

Other, more specific provisions within this use of force rule applied to this case,
rendering this general provision c umulative.
300.22 - Inappropriate Force
Deputy Sheriffs and employees shall not use inappropriate force in making an
arrest, dealing with a prisoner or in dealing with any other person.

This rule does not define what constitutes inappropriate force; however, Insofar as
it intends "excessive" in place of "inappropriate," I deem excessive force to fall entirely
within the larger category of inappropriate force.9 Hence excessive force is always
8 The Agency cited lhis subsec tion a s ..A .. in ils notice of discipline b ul ii appears .. 8 .. was intended. since lhe language cited is
identical with sec tion 13 6 o f Exhibit 5- 17).
• I base my conclusion upon common notions o f the meoning of the w ords ..excessive" and - inappropriate... Thus. excessive force
is always inappropriate. bul inappropriate force includes both eKcessive and insuffic ient force so inappropriate force is not
necessor"ly eKc essive force. For eKomple if o n inmate w rested a gun from on officer. yelled "you·re dead." aimed. and began
squeezing lhe trigger. a bac kup officer on scene wilh gun drown and a clear sho t would use inappropriate force if she lhrew her
gun at the inmate instead o f firing ii. i.e . her a ction would be inappro priale by ils insufficiency. nol by its excess. The necessily of this
9

inappropriate. Other. more precise. Agency rules identified in the Agency's notice of
discipline have already defined what conduct it deemed was excessive force, making
this rule cumulative. Since the rule is cumulative I do not reach the question whether
this rule is unenforceably vague, but it is certainly questionable.
V. DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE

The purpose of discipline is to correct inappropriate behavior if possible. Appointing
authorities are directed by CSR 16-20 to consider the severity of the offense, an
employee's past record. and the penalty most likely to achieve compliance with the
rules. CSR § 16-20.
A. Seriousness of the proven offenses

As decision maker. Vigil considered the entire investigatory file. interviews, use of
force orders, CSA disciplinary rules. video of the incident at issue and the Agency's
disciplinary matrix. From that review, he reasonably found Jordan's use of force was
excessive under the circumstances. He also reasonably concluded the manner in which
Jordan thrust Sayles backward into a cinder block wall posed a significant risk of serious
injury to the inmate. offsetting the mitigation of his prior record.
B. Prior Record

This was the first use of force violation for Deputy Jordan. [Exhibit 2-6). He has
been. otherwise. a well-respected. fair and successful deputy.
C. likelihood of Reform

Jordan insisted throughout the investigation, pre-disciplinary meeting, and hearing
that he handled Sayles "by the book." Jordan may well have acted in conformity with
long-standing Agency tradition. However it is the prerogative of senior staff to change
such previously-tolerated actions as shoving inmates to enforce compliance. 10 There was
no evidence presented which suggests Deputy Jordan would not be amendable to
modifying his conduct to conform with the Agency's use of force rules and policies.

discussion point out the problem with the word "inappropriate" in this rule.
10 When on agency intends to change long tolerated practices. ii is incumbent on the agency to provide notice and training so
that employees o,e clearly informed whol conduct is prohibited ond understand whal alternatives should be employed. Notice
wa s not at issue in this case. lhus. no finding enters os to whether Jordon hod sullic ient notice of wha t appears to be on evo lving
slffl in expectations by the Agency.
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Vt. ORDER

The Agency's 10-day suspension of Deputy Jordan. from June 4 through June 14.
2014. is AFFIRMED.

DONE August 25, 2014.

2~

, . P.J.-Jl-

sruce Plotkin
Career Service Hearing Officer

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO FILE PETITION FOR REVIEW
You may petition the Career Service Board for review of this decision. in
accordance with the requirements of CSR§ 19-60 et seq .. within fifteen calendar
days after the date of mailing of the Hearing Officer's decision. as stated in the
decision's certificate of delivery. The Career Service Rules are available as a link
at www.denvergov.org/csa.
All petitions for review must be flied with the:

Career Service Board
c/o OHR Executive Director's Office
201 W. Colfax Avenue. Dept. 412. 4th Floor
Denver, CO 80202
FAX: 720-913-5720
EMAIL: CareerServiceBoardAppeals@denvergov.org
AND
Career Service Hearing Office
201 W. Coifax. l st Floor
Denver. CO 80202
FAX: 720-913-5995
EMAIL: CSAHearinqs@denverqov.org.

ANO
Opposing parties or their representatives. if any.
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